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Current Issues Relevant to Our Clients

Highlights of New Tax Reform Legislation to Individual Taxpayers
On December 22, 2017, President Trump signed into law the most sweeping tax law changes in the last thirty years.
Significant permanent changes were made to the corporate income tax. Most of the changes made to the estate and gift
taxes and individual income taxes will expire in 2026 unless Congress decides later to make the changes permanent.
Highlights of the new tax reform legislation as they impact individuals are summarized below.

Estate and Gift Tax

Single

The federal estate, gift and generation-skipping taxes were not
repealed; however, the exemptions have been doubled to
$11,200,000 per transferor in 2018 or $22,400,000 for a
married couple. This doubling of the exemptions will expire
after 2025, when the estate, gift and generation-skipping tax
exemptions will revert to the current $5,000,000 per person, as
adjusted for inflation from 2011 until 2026. The step-up (or
step-down) in tax cost basis to their date-of-death values will
continue for assets received as a result of a decedent’s death.
For clients whose assets still exceed the new higher estate tax
exemption thresholds, the traditional tax planning options are
not compromised under the new tax reform legislation.
For clients whose assets are below the new higher estate tax
exemption thresholds, they may benefit from a simpler
planning approach that focuses more on certain non-tax
benefits. See our November 2017 Client Alert on Estate
Planning Options for Married Couples.
Clients also should review their estate plans to confirm that the
dispositive provisions in their documents still make sense in
light of the higher exemption limits. For example, if a married
client leaves a portion of their estate to descendants at the
death of the first spouse to die in an amount that is tied to the
current estate tax exemption that now has doubled, the client
may wish to cut back the size of the gift to descendants at the
first death in order to ensure that sufficient assets remain for
the surviving spouse.

Changes to Income Tax for Individuals
The Act lowers the tax rates and increases the thresholds for
when the tax rates change for 2018 through 2025.
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The standard deduction is increased to $12,000 for single
taxpayers and $24,000 for married taxpayers filing jointly.
The personal exemptions are repealed.
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The alternative minimum tax (AMT) remains in effect for
individuals; however, the AMT exemption amount is increased
to $70,300 for single taxpayers and $109,400 for married
couples filing jointly. Given the higher AMT exemption and the
elimination or reduction of many itemized deductions, it is
anticipated that many taxpayers no longer will be subject to the
AMT.
The “Pease limitation” that phased out up to 80% of the
itemized deductions for certain high-income taxpayers is
repealed.
The itemized deduction for state and local property, income
and sales taxes is limited to $10,000. For those taxpayers who
expect to itemize deductions in 2017 and prepaid their real
estate taxes normally paid in 2018, the IRS has issued
guidance stating that a taxpayer’s ability to deduct the
prepayment of real estate taxes in 2017 depends on whether
the real estate taxes are assessed prior to 2018. State or local
law determines whether and when a property tax is assessed.
The itemized deduction for mortgage interest paid is limited to
interest paid on up to $750,000 of acquisition indebtedness for
a newly acquired principal residence or second residence;
however, existing mortgages are grandfathered up to the
current $1 million limit. Interest paid on a home equity loan or
line of credit (new or existing) no longer is deductible.
The limitation on the itemized deduction for cash contributions
to public charities is increased from 50% of adjusted gross
income (AGI) to 60% of AGI.
All miscellaneous itemized deductions that were subject to the
2% of AGI limitation (“2% floor”) are no longer deductible.
These fees include, among others, unreimbursed employee
business expenses, tax preparation fees and investment fees.
Up to $10,000 per student per year may be distributed from a
Section 529 college savings plan for tuition at a public, private
or religious elementary or secondary school.
Individuals, trusts and estates are allowed to deduct 20% of
“qualified business income” received from a “pass through”

company, such as a S corporation, LLC, partnership or sole
proprietorship. Only domestic business income qualifies for this
deduction. Income from certain service industries or
occupations like doctors, dentists, attorneys, accountants,
consultants and financial services do not qualify as business
income and thus cannot avail themselves of this deduction.
The following provisions of the tax code were not changed in
the final tax legislation:
1.

When disposing of a partial position in securities,
taxpayers may still choose which lots to sell and will not be
required to use first-in-first-out (FIFO).

2.

The 3.8% tax on net investment income is retained.

3.

The exclusion of gain on the sale of a personal residence
remains at $250,000 for single taxpayers and $500,000 for
married taxpayers filing jointly, regardless of income level,
and the taxpayer must have occupied the home for 2 of
the last 5 years.

4.

Interest paid on student loan debt is still deductible.

For More Information
We encourage you to contact your Chapman and Cutler LLP
Trusts and Estates attorney to review your current estate
planning documents to determine if any changes are
recommended in light of the tax reform legislation. If you would
like further information concerning any other matters discussed
in this article, please contact any of the following attorneys or
the Chapman attorney with whom you regularly work:
David S. Crossett
Chicago
312.845.3011
crossett@chapman.com

David A. Lullo
Chicago
312.845.3902
lullo@chapman.com

Rebecca Wallenfelsz
Chicago
312.845.3442
wallen@chapman.com

John C. Lulay
Chicago
312.845.3833
jlulay@chapman.com

This document has been prepared by Chapman and Cutler LLP attorneys for informational purposes only. It is general in nature and based on authorities that are subject to
change. It is not intended as legal advice. Accordingly, readers should consult with, and seek the advice of, their own counsel with respect to any individual situation that involves
the material contained in this document, the application of such material to their specific circumstances, or any questions relating to their own affairs that may be raised by such
material.
To the extent that any part of this summary is interpreted to provide tax advice, (i) no taxpayer may rely upon this summary for the purposes of avoiding penalties, (ii) this
summary may be interpreted for tax purposes as being prepared in connection with the promotion of the transactions described, and (iii) taxpayers should consult
independent tax advisors. © 2018 Chapman and Cutler LLP. All rights reserved. Attorney Advertising Material.
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